Opera
collection

May 2016 – High Point, NC – High end occasional furniture manufacturer
Jonathan Charles unveils the Opera Collection, a new case goods collection
identified for its gray sycamore wood finish. The striations on the figured sycamore
veneer illuminates through a soft pastel gray finish, lending an ethereal quality to
the collection, which is comprised of chairs, tables, chests, a desk, and a display
cabinet. With a subtle blush champagne undertone, the pieces takes form after
1920’s Art Deco with modern twists. Paired with ebonized high-sheen wood finish
and brass hardware, the tables and cabinets exude quiet sophistication.

494083-GSH

494000-GSH-BRS

1

OPERA ART DECO ROUND SIDE TABLE
(494000-GSH-BRS) + (494083-GSH)
Available in two sizes – 24” diameter (494083-GSH) or 30.5”
diameter – and with an optional drawer(494000-GSHBRS), the Opera Art Deco Round Side Table also comes
with elongated saber legs in ebonized wood finish and
a bottom shelf also in gray sycamore finish to display
additional prized possessions.

495415-GSH-BRS

2

OPERA 4-DOOR BREAKFRONT
DISPLAY CABINET (495415-GSH-BRS)
The Opera 4-Door Breakfront Display Cabinet elevates
the dining room with its champagne finished interior
that shimmers against the soft gray sycamore veneer.
Equipped with interior LED lighting and brass grid overlay
glazed glass doors, the cabinet also includes three
drawers marked by octagonal brass handle pulls

494152-GSH-STS

3

OPERA ART DECO CURVED
CHEST OF DRAWERS (494152-GSH-STS)
With a concave profile, the Opera Art Deco Curved Chest
of Drawers features three spacious drawers marked by
individual rectangular brass handles that shine against the
sleek gray sycamore wood finish. Slender ebonized legs
complete the stylish design.

494586-GSH
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494586-GSH

OPERA ART DECO SIDE CHAIR ( 494587-GSH)
+ OPERA ART DECO ARMCHAIR (494586-GSH)
The Opera Art Deco chairs incorporate Art Deco
styling on a traditional klismos style. Gray
sycamore veneer encase the back panel and
seat rail, while the white leather seat tapered,
curved legs in ebonized wood finish offer
sleek contrasting elements.

494089-GSH-STS

5

OPERA ART DECO CURVED DESK (494089-GSH-STS)
The Art Deco-inspired Opera Curved Desk pairs a high luster
finished gray sycamore veneered top with stainless steel
drawer handles and elegantly curved ebonized legs. Three
sleek drawers maximizes storage.

494139-GSH

OPERA ART DECO COFFEE TABLE (494139-GSH)
Simple and refined, the Opera Art Deco Coffee Table
features an oval tabletop in gray sycamore veneer atop
slender ebonized legs.

6
494010-GSH
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OPERA ART DECO CENTER TABLE (494010-GSH)
Perfect as an entry centerpiece, the Opera Art Deco
Center Table proportionately scales its elongated saber
legs to complement its gray sycamore
veneer tabletop and under-tier.

About the Designer:
Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter,
an English furniture designer who excels at the art of fine antique
reproduction. Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques
he discovers in his travels, his unique twists create contemporary
translations of vintage treasures. With a keen eye for the smallest details,
Jonathan employs traditional, hand-crafted techniques to create the most
visually-stunning and intricate designs. As Jonathan always says,
“It’s all in the detail…”

